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Abstract: Dust attenuation is a crucial but highly uncertain parameter that hampers the determination of in-
trinsic galaxy properties, such as stellar masses, star formation rates and star formation histories. The shape of
the dust attenuation law is not expected to be uniform between galaxies, nor within a galaxy. Our DustKING
project was introduced at the first BINA workshop in 2016 and aims to study the variations of dust attenuation
curves in nearby galaxies. At the second BINA workshop in 2018, I presented the results of our pilot study
for the spiral galaxy NGC 628. We find that the average attenuation law of this galaxy is characterised by a
MW-like bump and a steep UV slope. Furthermore, we observe intriguing variations within the galaxy, with
regions of high AV exhibiting a shallower attenuation curve. Finally, we discuss how our work might benefit
from data taken with the UVIT from the Indian AstroSat mission.
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1 Introduction
Although interstellar dust only makes up a very small fraction of the interstellar mass in galaxies
(typically about 1% or less, e.g. Re´my-Ruyer et al. 2014), it is a crucial component in galaxies.
Dust particles, for example, regulate the heating of the interstellar gas and catalyze the formation of
molecular hydrogen, which will form more easily on the surface of a dust grain. Also, the dust will
shield these newly formed molecules from the hard ultraviolet (UV) radiation of young stars. These
conditions provide a suitable environment for star (and planet) formation in the molecular clouds.
Finally, dust grains heavily influence our view on other galaxy components, since they absorb and
scatter about 30% of the starlight (UV and optical radiation) in the Universe (Lagache et al. 2005;
Viaene et al. 2016). To obtain an undistorted view of galaxies, understanding the interplay between
dust and starlight is essential.
It is important to stress the difference between dust extinction and attenuation, since both terms
are often confused. Extinction is the combination of absorption and scattering of light by dust, in
which case the light is originating from a background source and all dust is located between the
source and the observer as a “screen” of dust. In this configuration, e.g. when looking at individual
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stars in the Milky Way (MW), in M31 or in the Magellanic Clouds, the distribution of dust does not
affect the total amount of extinction measured by the observer and an intrinsic extinction curve can
be obtained, giving the amount of dust extinction as a function of wavelength. However, for more
distant galaxies, individual stars cannot be resolved and consequently, there is a mix of stars and
dust along each sightline towards the observed galaxy. The effect of the dust in this case is called
attenuation and can be described by a dust attenuation curve, which is influenced by a combination of
intrinsic dust properties and geometry effects. The specific shape of a dust extinction/attenuation law
is characterized by the steepness of its UV slope, and the strength of the 2175 A˚ bump (i.e. an excess
in dust absorption around that wavelength).
Since the knowledge about the dust properties outside our own Galaxy and the Magellanic Clouds
is still rather limited, it is usually assumed that the dust composition in other galaxies is the same as
observed in the MW. However, there is growing evidence for strong deviations from a universal dust
attenuation law, based on the different shapes of dust attenuation curves observed in other galaxies
(e.g. Salim et al. 2018, Battisti et al. 2017a,b; Reddy et al. 2015; Salmon et al. 2016). Dust
attenuation is still one of the most uncertain parameters to recover intrinsic galaxy properties such as
the masses of the stellar populations, the star formation rates (SFRs) and the star formation histories
(SFHs). To overcome this problem, we launched the DustKING project in which we investigate the
variations in the shape of dust attenuation curves and dust properties for the KINGFISH (Key Insights
on Nearby Galaxies: a Far-Infrared Survey with Herschel, Kennicutt et al. 2011) sample of nearby
galaxies, spanning a wide variety of morphological galaxy types, metallicities and star formation
activities.
2 SWIFT UVOT data
In our study, we use a multi-wavelength dataset, ranging from the far-ultraviolet (FUV) to the far-
infrared (FIR). In particular, we make use of images taken with the UV/Optical Telescope (UVOT,
Roming et al. 2005) onboard the SWIFT satellite (Gehrels et al. 2004). Fig. 1 shows the transmission
curves of the three UVOT broadband filters (UVW2, UVM2 and UVW1) and the GALEX FUV and
NUV filters, together with an average MW extinction curve, with its typical bump feature around
2175 A˚. It can be seen that the UVOT filters nicely cover this bump, which makes them useful to
constrain its amplitude and help us understand what is causing this excess.
Since the SWIFT telescope was designed to detect point sources, the standard SWIFT data re-
duction pipeline is not suitable for our purposes. Therefore, we developed a new reduction pipeline,
entirely optimized for extended sources, which is presented in Decleir et al. (2019) and will be made
publicly available in Decleir et al. (in prep.).
3 Results for the pilot study on NGC628
3.1 Dust attenuation properties on resolved scales
We did a pilot study on the dust attenuation properties in NGC 628 (or M74), a nearby grand design
spiral galaxy, on spatially resolved scales of about 325 pc (or 7”). In order to constrain the dust
attenuation curve, we fit the observed spectral energy distribution (SED), on a pixel-by-pixel base,
with the state-of-the art code CIGALE1 (a PYTHON Code Investigating GALaxy Emission, Noll et
al. 2009, Roehlly et al. 2014, Boquien et al. 2018). CIGALE is based on the dust energy balance
principle: the energy that was absorbed by dust in the UV-optical range, will be re-emitted by the dust
1https://cigale.lam.fr/
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Figure 1: Transmission curves of the SWIFT UVOT and the GALEX filters, taken from the SVO
Filter Profile Service (http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/svo/theory/fps/). The MW
extinction curve in the top panel is taken from Cardelli et al. (1989). Figure taken from Decleir et al.
(2019).
at IR wavelengths. In Fig. 2 an example of a fitted SED can be found. Overall, the observed data
points are fitted very well.
The SED fitting was done for every pixel in the galaxy image (with reduced χ2 between 1 and 6,
and a median reduced χ2 = 3.28), which allows us to create maps of the different galaxy properties.
In Fig. 3 we show the distribution of the parameter values obtained with CIGALE across the disc of
NGC 628. The stellar mass (M∗) map shows a smooth distribution of the stars, with most stars located
in the centre of the galaxy. The specific SFR map reveals the location of the star forming regions,
mostly in the spiral arms of the galaxy. The maps of the bump strength B and the slope δ show the
spatial variations in the dust attenuation curve within the galaxy.
3.2 Trends between the shape of the dust attenuation curve and other galaxy
properties
It is interesting to verify whether the variations in bump strengths and slopes correlate with other
galaxy properties. In the top panel of Fig. 4, we observe a trend between the slope of the attenuation
curve and the V-band attenuation AV: in galaxy regions with a higher attenuation level, the slope of
the curve is shallower. A similar trend was found by Hagen et al. (2017), Salim et al. (2018), Tress
et al. (2018) and Narayanan et al. (2018), and interpreted in light of models presented in Chevallard
et al. (2013). This trend can be explained by geometry effects: in regions with higher levels of dust
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Figure 2: Top: Best-fitting model SED for pixel 261,258 obtained with CIGALE. Bottom: Relative
residual flux between model and observations.
attenuation, dust absorption dominates over scattering processes which results in a flattening of the
dust attenuation curve. This suggests that the relative geometry of stars and dust dominates variations
in the shape of the dust attenuation curve as opposed to alterations in intrinsic grain species.
In the same plot, the colour scale reveals a trend between the slope and the FUV attenuation: pixels
with a higher AFUV seem to have steeper slopes. This was also found by Salim et al. (2018) and may
appear contradictory to the slope vs. AV trend, because one would expect that the dust attenuation in
the UV and in the optical are linked and at least scale in the same way. However, as clearly explained
in their work, this is only true if the galaxy obeys a universal attenuation law. Looking at a fixed
AV in Fig. 4 (i.e. following a vertical line), shows that a shallower slope corresponds to lower AFUV
values. This can be understood from the attenuation curves in Fig. 5 which are all normalized to AV:
for a fixed AV, shallower slopes result in a lower attenuation in the FUV, compared to attenuation
curves with steeper slopes. Or, one can look at it in a different way: for a fixed slope (i.e. following
a horizontal line in Fig. 4), a higher AV indeed corresponds to a higher AFUV. In other words, if the
slope is fixed, the curve will simply scale up and down if there is more or less attenuation.
The bottom panel of Fig. 4 shows no correlation between the bump strength and AV (nor AFUV),
in contrast to Hagen et al. (2017), Salim et al. (2018) and Tress et al. (2018) who found weaker
bumps at higher AV. It is possible that in our case the somewhat larger uncertainty on the derived
bump strengths masks such a correlation.
3.3 Comparison with other extinction/attenuation curves
For comparison, we also calculated a “median” attenuation curve for NGC 628, characterized by the
median bump and the median slope. It is shown in Fig. 5, together with some other relevant curves:
the MW extinction curve (from Cardelli et al. 1989), the SMC and LMC extinction curves (from
Gordon et al. 2003), the Calzetti et al. (2000) curve (which is often used as the standard attenuation
law for starburst galaxies), and the average curve found by Salim et al. (2018). It is clear that the
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Figure 3: Maps of the stellar mass M∗ (in M), the sSFR (in 1/yr), the UV bump strength B, the at-
tenuation slope δ, the FUV attenuation AFUV and the V-band attenuation AV for NGC 628, all derived
from the CIGALE fitting. Pixels with AV ≤ 0.2 are shown in black. The red cross indicates pixel
261,258 in the central spiral arm, for which the SED can be found in Fig. 2.
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Figure 4: The attenuation curve slope δ and the bump strength B vs. the V-band attenuation AV,
colour-coded with the FUV attenuation AFUV. Typical error bars as well as the Spearman correlation
coefficient ρ are indicated.
median NGC 628 curve is a lot steeper than the MW and Calzetti curves, but not as steep as the SMC
curve, and has a bump that is somewhat smaller, but consistent within the error bars, compared to
the MW curve. The shaded region in the plot represents the attenuation curves between the 16th and
84th percentile of bump and slope values. We refer the reader to Decleir et al. (2019) for an in-depth
discussion and more details on these results.
4 Conclusions and future outlook
In this work, we present our study on the dust attenuation properties on resolved scales in the nearby
spiral galaxy NGC 628 using SWIFT UVOT observations that probe the 2175 A˚ dust absorption fea-
ture. The main conclusions of our analysis can be summarized as follows:
• NGC 628 has a steep attenuation curve (with a slope in between that of the MW and the SMC
curves), with a prominent bump (consistent with the MW curve).
• Variations in the shape of the attenuation curve can be observed within the galaxy: shallower
slopes are found in regions with higher levels of dust attenuation, which can be explained by
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Figure 5: Extinction/attenuation curves for different galaxies. See text for more details.
geometry effects.
To understand how the dust attenuation properties vary in the nearby Universe, we require a study
of the dust attenuation curve in a statistical sample of nearby galaxies, for which the modelling has
been done in a homogeneous way. To this aim, we are currently extending the analysis presented here
to a larger sample of nearby galaxies (Decleir et al., in prep.).
Since the attenuation curve mainly varies in the UV-wavelength range, UV data is essential for
this kind of study. As stated above, we are using data from both the GALEX and the SWIFT missions
to cover the UV. However, as can be seen in Fig. 1, the UVOT filters are very broad and the UVW2
and UVW1 filters have long tails overlapping with the bump. As a consequence, these bands do not
uniquely measure the slope of the attenuation curve, but are also affected by its bump.
In Fig. 6 the transmission curves of the filters on the AstroSat UltraViolet Imaging Telescope
(UVIT, Hutchings 2014) are shown. UVIT has more filters than SWIFT and covers a larger wave-
length range. Furthermore, the filters are narrower, and some of them are not influenced by the bump.
Therefore, we expect that UVIT data will greatly assist in constraining the bump strength and the
slope of the attenuation curve. We plan to use archival UVIT data, and to submit a proposal to ob-
serve a sample of nearby galaxies with UVIT in the near future.
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Figure 6: Transmission curves of the AstroSat UVIT filters, taken from the SVO Filter Profile Service
(http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/svo/theory/fps/).
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